
Summer cooking is better  
together with OXO

Get ready for a summer full of flavour, enjoyed with the ones we love. Fresh 
salads, nutrient-packed vegetables, grilled meat, steamed fish; whatever you 
decide to have on the menu, OXO has a range of thoughtfully designed tools 

to make prepping and cooking your ingredients a breeze, so that you can 
create unforgettable moments with family and friends



Little Salad Dressing Shaker

Shake up delicious homemade salad 
dressings in seconds with the OXO Little 
Salad Dressing Shaker. Perfect for little 
hands to hold, get the kids involved 
in salad prep too. You can mix, serve 
and store dressings, sauces, marinades 
and more! The wide shaker top makes 
it easy to add a range of ingredients, 
and it features convenient measurement 
markings for ease of use. Features a 
236ml capacity.

RRP £15
Available from John Lewis  
and Amazon

3-Piece Assorted Prep Peeler Set 

Peeling isn’t a chore with the OXO 3-Piece Assorted 
Prep Peeler Set. Have fun with veg prep and get your 
family involved with this handy set that caters for all 
needs. Whether you’re peeling potatoes to make chips, 
julienning carrots for slaw or prepping peaches for a fruit 
salad, the Peeler Set is up to the task. The stainless steel 
blades are built for precision, while the compact design 
fits nicely in your hand. Plus it features the signature 
OXO non-slip grip which won’t slip, even in wet hands. 
Dishwasher safe.

RRP £17.50
Available from  
John Lewis and  
Amazon

Salad Spinner 

Whether you’re cooking together as a couple, or 
encouraging the kids to help with meal prep, choose 
the OXO Salad Spinner to make light work of washing 
and drying greens for crisp summer salads. Simply 
press the soft, non-slip knob and you’ll have clean 
and dry ingredients in seconds. The handy non-slip 
base keeps it steady on countertops, and the built-in 
break button stops the spinner instantly. Lid comes 
apart for thorough cleaning.  
Dishwasher safe.

RRP £32.50
Available from  
John Lewis,  
Lakeland  
and Amazon

Summer salads 
From a simple leafy green salad or tossed salad, to a Chicken Caesar or Greek Salad; however you prefer 
yours, prep ingredients with ease using expert tools from OXO.



Grilling Precision Turner

Whether you’re grilling salmon fillets, 
thick-cut pork chops, or veggie 
burgers, reach for the OXO Grilling 
Precision Turner. The thin head slides 
gently under food, to lift and turn, while 
the sturdy stainless steel construction 
gives the support you need to transfer 
food with ease. Dishwasher safe.

RRP £15
Available from  
John Lewis and Amazon

Grilling Basting Brush 

Baste meat, fish and vegetables with the 
OXO Grilling Basting Brush. Safe to use 
while the BBQ is lit, get friends and family 
involved by basting the meat to their liking. 
The brush features layered heat-resistant 
silicone bristles that grab and hold onto 
marinades so that you can baste your 
ingredients quickly and easily. The angled 
head keeps sauce away from surfaces 
during use, and the non-slip handle keeps 
hands away from heat. Dishwasher safe.

RRP £15
Available from  
John Lewis and Amazon

Summer grilling 
Beef burgers, chicken kebabs, Mediterranean-style fish, or a grilled pineapple dessert? Tantalise those tastebuds, 
and grill to perfection for your next get together or family BBQ with OXO.

6-Piece Grilling Skewers Set

If meat, fish or vegetable kebabs 
are on the menu, choose the OXO 
6-Piece Grilling Skewers Set and 
prepare the skewers together the 
night before! The flat design keeps 
your food steady on the BBQ as 
it cooks, and the wide handles 
make for easy turning with tongs. 
Dishwasher safe.

RRP £17.50
Available from John Lewis  
and Amazon



About OXO
For over 30 years, OXO has been globally recognised for its groundbreaking, award-winning universal product design. Starting with the iconic OXO Good Grips Swivel 
Peeler in 1990, OXO has paired innovation and purpose to create tools and gadgets that make everyday living better, every day. Today, OXO makes products that span 
several home categories: cooking, baking, cleaning, storage and organisation, coffee, baby. The brand has won over 100 design awards worldwide. OXO consistently 
challenges convention, solving problems and anticipating needs with thoughtful, modern design solutions. OXO is a proud member of 1% for the Planet, committing 1% of 
their annual sales to support environmental non-profits. Learn more about how OXO is making the everyday better at www.oxouk.com  

About Helen of Troy Limited 
Helen of Troy Limited (NASDAQ: HELE) is a leading global consumer products company offering creative solutions for its customers through a diversified portfolio of 
well-recognised and widely trusted brands, including OXO®, Hydro Flask®, Osprey® Vicks®, Braun®, Honeywell®, PUR®, Hot Tools® and Drybar®. The Company 
sometimes refers to these brands as its Leadership Brands. All trademarks herein belong to Helen of Troy Limited (or its subsidiaries) and/or are used under license from 
their respective licensors. For more information about Helen of Troy, please visit www.helenoftroy.com  

For further information, samples or product images please contact: 
Unify PR & Marketing on 07951810390 or email ukpress@oxo.com 

The OXO range is widely available from a selection of national retailers.
For stockist details call 0114 242 7295 or visit www.oxouk.com

Corn Holders

The OXO Corn Holder Set keeps 
hot buttery fingers at bay and 
is the ideal tool for children 
and adults to enjoy side dishes. 
The durable stainless steel pins 
insert firmly into the end of hot 
cobs, while the flared barrier 
keeps the butter away from your 
fingers. Plus, each set interlocks 
for safe and compact storage. 
Dishwasher safe.

RRP £15
Available from John Lewis  
and Amazon

Grilling Turner & Tong Set  

No matter whose role it is to host 
or cook at the BBQ, make sure 
you have the right kit to hand 
with the OXO Grilling Turner & 
Tong Set. The turner features a 
double-bend design to provide 
better leverage while flipping, 
and a non-slip grip for comfort. 
The tongs have a scalloped edge 
to easily grip and turn foods, and 
features an integral bottle opener 
for popping a cold beer while 
cooking. Dishwasher safe.

RRP £27.50
Available from  
John Lewis and Amazon


